For Municipalities

Simplify Citywide Security with
a Fully Integrated System
With Verkada’s cloud-based security platform, local governments are modernizing the way they manage and
access physical security across their facilities. Learn how Verkada’s powerful solution makes it simple to
protect citizens and critical infrastructure from a centralized platform.

Products

Video Security

Access Control

Sensors

Scale cameras as needed across all facilities

Provision departments and staff

Maintain optimal conditions to protect

and departments.


members with tiered access levels. 


sensitive technology and equipment.


Provide enhanced visibility to protect your

Schedule doors to lock or unlock based

Receive alerts for any sudden changes in

citizens, visitors, buildings and assets.

on hours of operation.

temperature, noise levels, or air quality.


Key Benefits
Real–Time SMS Alerts

Lockdown Doors in Seconds

No Hidden Costs

Set proactive alerts to be notified when

Create custom Lockdown events to secure

US–based technical support, software

suspicious activity occurs in critical areas or

public and government buildings in the event

upgrades, unlimited user seats and cloud

after hours.

of an emergency.

archiving are included in the software license.

Search Filters for Quick Investigations

Share Video for Incident Response

Monitor From Anywhere

Use powerful video forensics to filter people,

Access, download, and share footage from any

Remotely access doors, cameras and sensors

vehicles, motion, and other attributes.

browser or mobile device in minutes.

without any VPNs or configurations.

For Municipalities

Built For Your Organization
IT & Security Professionals

Local Authorities & Law Enforcement

Mayors & City Managers

Plug–and–play with a single PoE

Detect threats with customizable

Oversee all sites on one cloud–based

connection — no NVRs, servers, or

SMS alerts for People of Interest

platform, easily accessible through any

complex configurations.


and unusual activity.


web browser or mobile device.

Easily isolate events with advanced

Control costs with predictable TCO and

Integrates with existing IT workflows
such as active directory and MFA.

Set user–based roles across your
organization to ensure proper access.



filters for quick investigations.

Share and receive live links to footage
for real-time incident response.

industry–leading 10–year warranty.

Easy–to–use without time–consuming

training or onboarding.

Customer Testimonials

City of Edinburg


“ We’ve drastically reduced the number of

City of Arlington


“ I can instantly view cameras on my

City of Takoma Park


“ We use Motion Grid Search to

IT support tickets after deploying Verkada.

phone and share footage through a link,

immediately find what we need. Some

Our departments have viewing access to

while our officers can unlock doors from

searches that would’ve taken 2-3 days

their site as soon as they log in, the whole

their phone if they forget their key card.

now take 10-15 minutes. It’s been a

platform is very straightforward and easy

Anyone who can work a smartphone can

huge change for the city.”




to use.”



work the system.”



Daniel Vera

Director of IT

Jonathan Ventura

Chief of Police

Lars DeSalvio

Director of IT

City of Havre de Grace



City of Parkersburg



Moapa Valley Water District



“ The system is always evolving, driving

“ The camera is at my fingertips whenever

“ By enabling motion notifications for key

up its value over time. I log in, see a

I need to go back days or weeks at a time

areas, we’re notified any time unauthorized

notification and instantly have access

to review surveillance in a certain area.

activity is detected after hours. These

to new features and capabilities.”





It’s been a huge asset as an investigator.”





alerts keep my team in the know, even
when we’re not monitoring the system.”




Jeff Thompson

IT Manager

Nathaniel

Detective
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Duley


Joe Davis

General Manager

